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! ! !    !!!
                               Introduction!!
From the present to the beginning; a short commentary from the 
author, about my chapbooks and some of their content.!
      ! !
I started writing poetry at the age of twenty-six and for the 
following twenty-seven years and six chapbooks, I did not read 
other people's poetry.  Now you may be thinking, that's quite an 
arrogant thing, to be a poet and not read other people's poetry, but 
from the start, I've always had the feeling as not to influence my 
writing, with someone else's style.!!
Cat Soup, my most recent dive into the deep end of the pool of 
public acknowledgement of an unbalanced psyche, is a free 
downloadable copy of thirty poems, available on my website: 
robertwardpoet.com!
! !
Things My Heart is Set On is the title of my twelfth chapbook. 
Most of my chapbooks containing, approximately thirty to thirty-
five poems.!!
Biggest Fool on Earth is my eleventh chapbook and self-described 
moniker, and Cornflake Dreams my tenth try at getting something 
right, were written in the same winter.  Which obviously was a long 
and cold one.   !
! !
My ninth book, The Wild Imagination of Larsen Snieville and also 
my eighth book, Circular Circularity include one Mark Twain type 
of fib, humorous sayings, one short story, and other adages.!
! !
My seventh book entitled Goose Weakness ( the short title) was 
inspired by a quote in a Mike Perry book.  The rest of the title is, 
Birds, Trees, Flowers, Trees, and Some of God's Other Stuff.  And 
it now becomes evident, why I used the short title of Goose 
Weakness. This book is quite light, with nature being its main 
subject.!
! !!



!!!
The The Truthful Idiot was my sixth book, and the second most 
philosophical of all my books. The most philosophical of my 
writing, is my fifth book entitled Eternity's Highway, which contains 
no whimsy or humor at all.  And I must expand upon the idea of 
being so serious, as these two books are or became.  For me, the 
need for laughter or humor is an everyday requirement, or at least 
it should be, for life is difficult in many ways and poets are often, 
the most melancholy. For many times I signed my books, with this 
disclaimer;  "I haven't always been so old and cynical, I've only 
recently, become old."  So in most of my books, I've tried to 
include some humor or absurdity, to try to keep anyone from 
committing suppuku, after reading my stuff.!
! !
My fourth book Stone Paths, is basically a collection of poems 
written about my Japanese garden and it includes quite a bit of 
other silliness.  Poetaster's Soliloquy my third book, runs the 
gamut of emotions, from the pain of losing a child, to nonsense 
similar to the poetry of Ogden Nash.!
! !
The Balance my second book, was published in 2009 and written 
over the course of twenty-five years.  It contains a some of my 
favorite poems, like "The Raspberry Plants," inspired by my 
grandfather, who lived to be 102.  My first book entitled Paper 
Secrets, was written when I was the tender age of twenty-six and 
published in 1983.  It has many typos and other mistakes, and 
was typed on a Underwood typewriter from the early 1940s and 
contains the first poem I ever wrote, entitled "Wish," which 
ironically asks, the same question that I'm still wondering about, all 
these many years later.! !

   !!!!!!!!
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Poetry !
Poetry is like, a Japanese garden. 
Arranging thoughts  
like the delicate balance, of rocks, plants and trees. !
Emulating nature in harmonious fashion 
but always being cautious 
as not being, contrived. !
Cultivated 
perhaps trained. 
Certainly culled of extraneous weeds  
that invariably, try to creep in. !
Laying stepping stones words 
that lead the participant  
to the point of view 
after  
rounding, the bend. !!!!
Double Feature !
I went to a movie. !
In the seats, right in front of me 
there was a young boy  
and his mom. !
They leaned their heads upon each other 
and quietly whispered back and forth 
and I watched, their closeness. !
And although the movie was quite entertaining  
it was difficult for me to tell, 
which  
I liked better. !!!
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The Window !
I think I'll pull up my chair	

and look outside.	
!
Billy Collins, said that poets, sit at their windows.	

I wonder if, right now, he is at his	

and I, am at mine.	
!
I tried telepathically communicating with him 	

to see, if he was sitting at his window,	

but, he's rather famous and I suppose	

that he gets a lot of this type of cerebral extrasensory communications,	

and I'm sure, he's sick of all these second-rate poets, like me	

thinking him up, at all times of the day.	
!
Or perhaps, he's just letting it go, to mind-mail,	

or has thought-transference I.D.  and is screening all his clairvoyant calls.	

Taking only the important ones, grumbling about those, like mine	

and muttering to himself, that this incessant cogitative transmittal 	

has got to stop. 	
!
Why!  It's wrecking his viewing, 	

disturbing the scene, interfering with his creative process. 	

Ruining the artistic impression, of his squirrel, running up the tree,	

or his clouds, or birds, at the bird feeder. 	
!
Or maybe, he's somewhat jaded.	

Him, with his 	

thousand theme window, that has inspired	

so many wonderful verses,	
!
and me	

with my one idea only,	

grimy old, patio door.	
!!!!!
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!!
You Can't Make Soup	

Out of Your Neighbor's Cat	
!
You can't make soup out of your neighbor's cat.	

No, it's just plain improper!	
!
Like yelling fire, in a crowded theater.	

Or putting wood ticks, in someones car.	

No, those kind of things, are just plain frowned on	

and perhaps verge, on the edge of a psychopathic disorder	

even if, your neighbor's cat is 	

waking you up every other night, at three in the morning.	
!
Although	

if you could	

slyly keep from grinning	

as they're wondering where Big Jake, might have gone to,	

you could give them a big bowl full	

and assure them	

that your certain, he hasn't gone, very far.	
!!!!
Insights, From a Four Year Old Mind	
!
Snow, doesn't melt birds, often.	


Rabbits are just fast enough, to catch the sun.	


My brain was raining yesterday.	


Grandpa got a new limp.	


The tires on the bus, know how to go.	


Spiders don't have any friends.	


My nose is unhappy because of vacation.	


The dog barked so loud he fell down.	


If you ate all of them, you could see Illinois.	


Pine needles, aren't so bad.	
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!!!!!
Small Town Summer 1965	
!
Flying down the sidewalk on banana seat bicycles	

and skidding to a stop 	

two feet in front of, Fura's Market.	

Then listening to your precious thirty cents of nickels and dimes 	

clink its way down through the pop machine	

and the final clank, as the ten ounce Mountain Dew bottle	

is finally pulled 	

from its frosty, holding cell.	
!
Lavishing the first ice cold taste 	

then reading the bottle to see who bottled it 	

only to be slightly disappointed	

if it was only, Ma and Pa.	
!
Next, it's on to Mrs. Reinke's Dime Store,	

whereafter, judiciously perusing the myriad of treasures, 	

feeling heady with the prudent selection of baseball cards, 	

and purple Pixie Sticks.	

Knowing, that the baseball cards 	

would always be of value, even if they were, losers, 	

for you could always clamp them to rattle on your bike spokes 	

with your mother's misplaced, 	

clothesline pins.	
!
Then walking back into the late morning sunshine	

and riding 	

with a satisfied confidence	

as you poured the tart sweetness onto your tongue	

and coasted down 	

to the 	

baseball game.	
!!!!
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Driving After Death	
!
In my next life	

I'd like to live, as something other, than human.	
!
Perhaps an eagle, 	

but I'm not really that wild about, raw fish.	
!
Perhaps, a bear or a tiger, 	

or maybe, a skunk, 	

so I could payback a few people 	

who have been stinky 	

to me.	
!
But then, why go to all the trouble	

of living off the land and searching for food, 	

when I could come back	

as something inanimate. 	
!
Something, without feelings or dread.	

Something, like a rock or a tree.	

No, that's too boring.	
!
Maybe a car.	

Maybe, part of a car.	
!
A headlight, so I'd be bright.	

A windshield wiper, so I'd be clear.	

A tire, to zoom and skid around corners,	

throwing gravel into the air	

and never worrying about the consequences. 	
!
Or perhaps, just a single hubcap.	

You know, the really rebellious type.	

The one that always ends up,	

propped up in the ditch alone	

leaning against a telephone pole,	

smoking a cigarette. 	
!
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Table for Two !
It’s a small table  
by the archway 
not the most sought after, or intimate, by any means. !
It's draped over, with a white tablecloth 
falling gently and slightly uneven. 
One corner, touching his shoe 
another, by her knee. !
Two wine glasses 
sit unattended, 
as their focus concentrates  
on each others, newness. !
Him 
in a nice, but worn suit. 
Her  
in her favorite dress, the blue of evening. !
She sits against the wall 
a little too close, to the next table.  
Her head tilted, as she evaluates him. !
He's sitting straight, trying to cut a good figure. 
Telling himself, over and over, to keep his left arm off the table, 
while she leans somewhat forward 
with both arms on the table.!!
A good sign. !!!!!
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!!!!!
Jellyfish, Parachutes, and Big Soapy Bubbles !
Jellyfish, parachutes, and big soapy bubbles 
drift like sweet dreams 
along speculative warm skies and seas 
leaving only traces of conspicuouscy 
to remember. !!!!!!!
Perhaps !
The blind man across the street 
sits on the porch 
as Edith, his wife, sitting next to him 
looks down. !
Perhaps she's reading. !
Perhaps, aloud  
so he knows, the news or baseball scores. !
Perhaps, she's silent. !
Perhaps the creaking of the clothesline  
is enough to pacify the time 
along with  
the warm breeze. !!!!!!
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!!
Mysterious Round Circles of Light !
It was the weirdest thing I ever saw. 
One day last winter, there was nothing 
and the next, above us 
these round circles of light appeared. !
Then Uncle Jeff, ate what looked to be some kind of bug 
under one of those circles 
and he rocketed right up, into the light! 
And we never saw him again. !
Now I have my suspicions 
that either, he's gone to a far better place 
or, 
that aliens have abducted him. 
But either way 
it was the darn’est thing, I ever seen. !
SO WHAT EVER YOU DO! 
Don't eat anything, by those mysterious light circles. !
Yea, I hear ya 
the same thing happened to my Cousin Roger last winter. !
Well, I see ya later. 
I'm gonna swim over and see if Thelma's around. !
Okay dude, see ya later. !!!!!!!!!!!!
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!!!!!!!
Mustard Dreams !
My feet are like furniture 
as some giant ogre 
bites them off 
and sawdust and chips  
spew from his mouth 
and then turn into  
moths !
through a portal in my bedcovers 
I can see a kaleidoscope bumblebee 
alight on a circle of paper 
while I peer at its   
ever changing  
colored wings !
and I awake to wonder 
how these images  
came here 
to rest !
upon my pillow. !!!!!!!!!!!!
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!!!!!!
Two Way Street !
Looking out the restaurant window 
I watch the passing men dressed in their professions 
carrying briefcases and tool belts 
in tow with, girlfriends, wives, and buddies 
hats and   
an occasional cane or umbrella, 
and I wonder 
as every so often 
one looks in at me 
what they're  
thinking. !
As I walk by, the shops and restaurants 
I look in the windows  
and there, behind the dirty cafe curtains 
sits 
a lonely figure, peering out onto the street 
in some cryptic gaze 
as if seeking some type of  
telepathic  
communication. !!!!!!!!!!!!!
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Train Wreck !
I stood there 
helplessly 
in the distance watching. !
For there was nothing I could do  
to stop it. !
I watched 
as momentum collided, with reality and consequence 
and although it was tragic 
it was not, unexpected. !
For anyone with any sense, could plainly see 
what was, going to happen. !
For nothing I said 
or could say 
would, persuade her. !!!!
Unsuspecting Moments !
Sneaking up on me 
all these things come about 
as if  
they were 
bombs from the sky 
rain from the heavens 
manna from God, 
or 
details, from the devil. !
And I 
sit here  
in my naive and simple way 
waiting  
for 
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the next one. !!!!
Swinging Into the Atmosphere 
             
Bolting past the big double doors 
and dashing across the playground, 
so fast, that you believed,  
you were 
actually faster, than the wind. !
Just to be one of the first, to get to the swings. !
Then hopping over the worn seat  
and pushing it back  
as far as, your hamstrings will allow, 
while the sand  
spills into your shoes 
and covers, your worn yellow laces. !
Waiting for just the right instant, to make sure 
all systems are go. 
Then as main rockets fire, 
we achieve, liftoff...  Both shoes and resolve  
stretch skyward, in coordinated effort 
to loosen Mother Nature's grip, 
of maternal bonds. !
Momentum builds 
and earths gravitation, seems to be bound only 
by the tension and creaking  
of the steel chains. !
The wind  
whistles to and fro  
past jubilant and sharpened senses, 
while pumping arms and legs reach out 
to make the clouds  
seem attainable 
if only there was just a little more, 
recess time. !!!
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Plowing Behind the Horses !
My grandfather 
had shoes  
that were muddy 
and dusty. !
When they were new 
he'd oil them up 
so they'd be less likely to chafe 
and then over the course of fields and furrows 
they'd sink into the earth  
to become one, with the labor of the day. 
As time 
became sunny afternoons under a straw hat 
and rainy mornings of 
watching the roll of the earth turn upon itself 
in brown succession 
and creating a thankful determination 
of being  
alive. !!!!
Aunt Lucy's Dishes !
Aunt Lucy's dishes 
all packed away, in yellowing newspaper 
and stored  
in cardboard boxes on musty attic floorboards, 
left there  
waiting to reveal, time capsule stories 
of printed events and issues, of past days. !
Scavenged by decades of yards sales and estate auctions 
when she gathered all those trophies, 
admiring them, only for an instant 
then packing them away. !
Seemingly 
for some future generation of collectors to discover 
like finding songbirds 
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amongst the tidings  
and the tragedy. !!
The Poetry Contest !
They asked me  
to write a poem. !
Something flowery, with big words. 
And I thought 
that I would use words like 
chrysanthemum and rhododendron !
but they laughed about that, !
and I told them, 
I'd be no part 
of that type, of foolishness. !!!!
The Thinkery !
Ink-e-ry, dink-e-ry, bink-e-ry 
this is what, I think-e-ry !
that if, I only knew 
I would be so happy, I'd tell you 
and if, I had any insight 
I just... might 
know what, I should do! 
But, I still haven't, a clue !
so, I sit here 
wondering and still unclear 
waiting, as I get old 
for many things, that may unfold 
hoping, that someday soon 
I will be  
more than !
a poetic  
buffoon. !
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!!!!!
Thinking of You !
I'm fifty-seven years old 
and hopefully, of normal intelligence 
and my mother calls me up 
to tell me, not to drive !
because the roads, might be slippery. !
Now, I've lived here all my life. 
It's only three miles to town. 
I drive a Volvo, with winter tires. 
I watched the weather report, for the last three days 
and... it's not going to freeze, until Saturday. !
Now it gets a little frustrating 
even though I know 
she's just, concerned about me  
but she still seems to believe 
that I’m only, seventeen. !
So I tell her that, and I say 
"I wish you'd start, thinking of me differently." !
And she says 
"Okay, the next time I pick up the dog poop, I'll think of you."!!!!!
And, I have to laugh. !!!!!!!!!
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Everything But Nothing !
I was willing to give you everything 
you, almost nothing. !
I tried to communicate. !
You, hid behind your privacy 
in a seclusion of insecurity or selfishness 
and I still do not know which, 
but you hid behind it 
and deemed yourself 
the righteous one. !!!!!!
Mirrored Reflections !
Mirrored reflections 
of clouds 
off silent blue water !
makes one wonder 
what side of the earth 
you are on !
as you are looking down  
into the sky. !
Or, somewhere below 
you 
exist. !!!!!!!
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A Poem for Jenna Bannena 
(my friends 8 year old daughter) 
               by Ferd Fibberruni !
Ferd Fibberruni was so short 
he almost, was tall. 
He was so big! 
he almost, was small. !
He was so old 
he ate, a dinosaur. 
It was so heavy 
it floated, out the door. !
Every time he cut his toe nails 
they would get up, and crawl away. 
His feet got mad 
so they left, the very next day! !
He owned a purple hamster 
that barked, like a cat 
and every time it went out 
its tires, went flat. !
He got so sunburned 
he began, to turn green. 
He was so happy 
that he, turned mean. !
He ate supper at noon 
after he was, already full 
and baked everything in a dishwasher 
until it, was cool. !
He jumped so high 
but never, left the ground. 
Emptied his pockets with rockets 
and refused, to come down. !
He swam on a motorcycle ride 
to the middle, of nowhere? 
And snowshoed across the beach 
in his pink, bald hair. !!
 ~ continued 
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!
Every time he baked a cake 
bluebirds, would fly out! 
When he knew what he was doing 
he was, in doubt. !
Although he made up goofy rhymes 
he never, was to blame 
and he looked kinda like me 
but Fibberruni, was his name. !!!!!!!!!!!
The Right Words !
The right words 
run like rabbits for their very lives 
alternating direction, bounding away, escaping 
just as the  
misdirected buckshot thoughts, carelessly aimed at them 
scatter and dissipate 
and fall uselessly  
to the ground. !
Resulting in only small traces 
of hopeful accomplishment 
that remain unknown 
except for the instant, of inception. !
Leaving the pursuit 
in attempts and efforts that persist and occasionally prevail 
merely because of 
resolve  
and probability. !!
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Nine Crows !
Nine crows, fly fast and high 
in a clear fall azure sky, 
sailing past the tops of tall pines 
and among the crystal blueness  
of the season. !
In the distance 
I hear their voices 
calling out some unknown signal 
while the brisk wind cuts down, past my jacket neck 
and reminds me  
to breath deep 
with the crisp, November air. !
Then thoughts of gratitude enter my mind 
for being able to feel the cold 
and watch nine crows fly 
in a clear fall, azure sky. !!!
Peeking Through Small Cracks !
Peeking through small cracks 
I try to see your life 
that you, purposely hide  
from me. !
Closed within your hidden existence, 
secured behind your locked doors and blinds 
and leaving open  
only a tiny glimpse to reveal, who you are 
you leave me, to wonder. !
And not, that I am, an intruder 
or a thief, who wants to take anything 
that you do not, willing, want to share !
for I am only looking 
to see if you'd like  !
to have all these things 
that I have 
to give. 
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!!!
Early Ice !
Ice creeps up 
on a frozen day 
slowly making its way 
towards December. !
Crystals forming complete 
insulating the pond 
and entrapping the lily pads 
like a painting, seemingly  
forever.!!!!!!!
Monster !
I have a monster in my back pocket 
comprised of uncertainty and fear 
compulsion and resentment 
and other traits and emotions   
that I, carry around with me !
that wants to crawl out 
at inopportune times !
and the only good thing, about it, is  
that I realize 
that it's  
there. !!!!!!!
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!
The Scurriers !
The scurriers 
arrive like unknown gypsies 
falling out of the sky 
at a  
moments, notice. !
For they are 
quick in their movements 
whether they are, appearing, flying, 
or hopping, along the ground 
in their endless 
search for seeds. !
They arrive in a group. 
How many there are 
I do not know 
but can only, estimate 
for by the time I'm able to count four or five 
they've already gone 
and new birds 
have taken, their place. !
They're here one moment 
and somewhere else, in another  
not like the chickadee's, 
the lone nuthatch, or the blue jays. !
For the scurriers 
are the nomads or vagrants of their kind 
and only passing moments 
seem to 
suit them. !!!!!!!!!!!
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Clear Winter Night !
Standing below the stars 
snow reflecting  
the moons essence 
from off of it !
into the shadows, of the tall pines. !!!!!!!!
Words Floating In a Stream	
!
My words  
float upon the waters 
small waters, peaceful and gentle  
that are more, than a trickle  
but none  
of a torrent 
and less, than a river. !
A small stream 
that flows softly, 
whose waters 
carry them along, like paper cups 
silently adrift and set forth with intention 
slowly meandering past, its banks and curves. !
Set free from my consciousness  
and released to their unknown destinations 
to find homes 
where I do not 
know. !!!!!!
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Dangerous Dan !
Dangerous Dan was the baddest man 
that the West, had ever seen 
rattlesnakes would bite him for refills 
for he was just, that mean. !
He used a scorpion for a toothpick 
and his eyes, looked just like death 
people scattered two miles before they saw him 
just on accounted of, his breath. !
Every time he got shot 
the bullets, would get sick 
every time he sat on a cactus 
the needles, refused to stick. !
He smelled so terrible 
that flying buzzards, would gag 
people had to shoot their dogs after seeing him 
because their tails, refused to wag. !
He drank arsenic for breakfast 
and had to ride, a blind horse 
cause the sighted ones kept fainting 
and ate rat poison, as a second course. !
His boots were two sizes too small 
just in case, he might smile 
carried barbed wire in his pockets 
cause that was just, his style. !
Bet and lost all his teeth  
in an all night, poker game 
termites infested his wooden leg 
and the other one, was lame. !
Wore a sidewinder for belt 
and had a wolverine, for a hat 
used a rusty tin can to shave 
and combed his mustache, with a rat. !!
             (continued) !!
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!!!!
Folks thought he might be bald 
but he was just, taller than his hair 
and came to his untimely end 
in a lying contest, on a dare. !
For he deemed himself not only the baddest 
but also, the biggest braggart in the world 
and he thought all his utterances 
were all gems, and valuable pearls. !
And although he was a good liar 
he was not, the best of all time 
and came in a very close second 
just because, he couldn't rhyme. !
But the shocking loss of his pride 
he just, couldn't afford 
so he ended it all with a sigh 
when he lost, to Robert Ward. !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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!!!!
Peering Into the Unknown !
I had nothing to lose 
for I had  
already lost  
all of myself !
and like staring into the sun 
I peered  
into the unknown, 
and I  
gazed intently upon the brightness 
that had turned  
my world, dark. !
Looking, until I could not see 
seeing, what I could not find 
finding, what could not, be found !
and after all those years 
wrestling with, what I was unable to find 
and looking for things, that remained, beyond my grasp 
I became content enough 
not to stare, anymore, into the unseen. !
For I, alone  
was the only one, unafraid, or foolish enough  
to look, for so long 
for not even angels 
dared to question and remain 
for so long of a time 
peering into 
the unknown.  !!!!!!!!!
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!!!!!
A Thousand Words !
Eight black cats 
sunning themselves on a cold, early morning 
lying on golden straw bales 
as the sun shines  
into the open, hay mow door. !
They lay 
stacked in separate, random sequence 
on uneven bales 
that jut out, like uneven shelving 
as each one seems to have  
its own  
individual allotted space  
or perch. !
A picture 
I only wish I had taken, 
for not even a thousand words 
would do justice !
of  
eight black cats 
laying on  
uneven gold  
straw bales. !!!!!!!!!!!!!
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!!!!
Bernice	
!
Bernice, my old friend	

does dishes, while I sit outside	

on the porch.	
!
Through the screen door	

I can hear her, singing some old Cajun song	

while the water, runs.	
!
Then I hear	

a distinctive clink	

and I hear her say, "sorry old cup."	
!
After that	

the singing, resumes.	
!!!!!!
Moving Things !
Stars, planets 
cars, trucks 
molecules, atoms 
continents 
pens across paper  
digital signals 
electrons 
pods of dolphins 
birds flying 
rivers 
escalators and elevators 
...tears falling down faces. !!!
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!!!
Standing In a Blank Paper Field !
I'm standing in center field 
with a baseball glove pen 
and 26 batters 
hitting, fly ball words. !
Each batter 
a different letter,  
hitting as fast as they can 
all of them, flying towards me. !
Me  
running around 
trying to catch the occasional word 
and avoiding dozens that whizz by 
simply, so as not, to get hit. !
As each one I catch 
writes itself  
down. !!!!!
Other Angels !
Other angels 
spend their time 
looking outward !
with distant gazes 
hoping, wanting, waiting, !
wondering. !!!!!
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!!
My Butter Heart !
My butter heart 
is in a state of flux. !
Sometimes cold, sometimes hot 
and it doesn't seem to care, how poorly it treats me. !
And now I'm considering  
disowning it, altogether. !
For I once knew a girl, who could melt butter with her smile 
but that smile 
wasn't reserved, for me. !
But the sad situation about butter is 
that it doesn't take a whole lot, to melt it 
and her smile 
liquified a good chunk of my heart 
and now, what there is left 
I have to guard 
very carefully. !!!!!!
Painting Poetry With Van Gogh's Mind !
Round, big, hay bales !
scattered !
big field !
background woods !
mist, gray !
ghost like, haze !
earth touches sky. !
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!!!!!
The Wild Imagination of Larsen Snieville !
In a time of wonderment 
was the time  
of Larsen Snieville. !
For he could procure out of nothing 
all the things 
that imagination, imagined. !
And what things, he did imagine, 
things way too unimaginable 
for any type of description. !
Things, 
which were 
imaginatively, imaginative. !
But of all the things Larsen Snieville did imagination 
he never imagined 
that the only thing that was missing !
was 
the one thing, he couldn't  
imagine. !!!!!!!!!!!!!
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!!!
Grandpa's Cat !
My grandfather 
kept company 
with a wild cat, that he had partially trained 
that lived in a brush pile 
in grandpa's field. !
And in the summer 
when I came to visit, I'd see 
both of them out in the garden. !
I'd watch from a distance 
without them knowing 
as grandpa 
hoed the weeds 
or picked the raspberries 
and as he walked the garden,  
his companion, the cat 
would follow him up and down the rows. !
And as they both walked the garden 
year after year, 
I never could tell 
which one 
was the more 
appreciative. !!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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!!!!
You Can't Tell a Cover By Its Book 
  
I only read 
the middle of a book. 
I only see 
if, I don't look. !
I have supper 
when it's not ready. 
And only feel assured 
when I'm, not steady. !
I don't care to think 
about what I write. 
For that might impede  
what I might. !
Inspiration there is 
that I could find 
lurking desperately  
hiding behind.  !
Sources unknown 
that do conceal 
thoughts absurd 
that could reveal. !
A hidden psychosis   
and treatment failed 
I was hoping to hide it 
but that ship, has sailed! !!!!!!!!!!
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!!!!!
Daisy May !
“Daisy May 
come and play 
your Backyard Boy 
calls out, for your presence.” !
“Oh Backyard Boy, 
glass windows I sit behind, 
with my new dress on 
and tea parties planned 
for I must attend 
otherwise my dolls 
will be,  
disappointed.” !
“Oh Daisy May 
why don't you come out and play? 
Do put away your dolls 
and relish in the day, 
for tea parties 
are for the rain 
when the sun does not, shine as bright 
and dolls are for the night, 
that bedtime calls its own 
and mornings like this bring, 
many of, wondrous things 
that must be looked upon !
and without you 
I seem, 
to only want, the rain.” !!!!!!
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!!!!!!
The Third Saturday Night Imaginary Life 	

of George Duffelbach	
!
George Duffelbach, lived without love	

because he was unwilling, to risk the chance	

of getting hurt again.	
!
For once in his youth	

the only girl he ever loved, betrayed him	

and forsook, his innocence.	
!
So now	

George occupied his time	

with the mundane life	

of regularity.	
!
For every weekday, he'd get up at six, make breakfast,	

go to work, come home, make supper,	

watch three hours of T.V. and go to bed.	
!
On the weekends, he worked Saturday mornings, 	

and after that, he'd come home, do yard work	

and the laundry.  And on Sunday, he spent his time	

washing the car, and doing crossword puzzles.	
!
But, every third Saturday night, he'd drive over to the V.F.W.	

and from the safety of his car, he would watch	

as the people danced inside	
!
and he'd imagine	

that he	

was there.	
!!!!!
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!!!!!!!
Too Soon !
Far too soon 
the bending branch sighs 
with the weight 
of the snow !
far too quickly 
and I must 
go !
far from a destination 
that lies in sight 
beyond all the boundaries 
of days 
and night !
for the ships of sail 
billowing thoughts of the wind 
carrying turmoil's consequence 
time descends !
upon the blue deep 
ocean of foretold 
and far too soon 
all things 
do hold.!!!!!!!!!!!!
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!!!!!!!!
An Extra Chair !
I was talking to Billy Collins 
we were at a favorite hangout of mine 
perched by the front windows 
drinking rooibos tea and wondering  
“pastry or scones?” !
Smelling the kitchen flavors and 
discreetly watching the waitress walk, 
as the sun 
poured through the windows 
with the light of the universe 
all blended into 
a seemingly, absorbing mid-morning. !
The moment had 
such a cerebral elegance, 
discussing witty sayings 
and paragraphed descriptions 
with just the right 
give and take 
just the right, nuances 
just the right, pauses. !
It was all 
so interesting 
that I wish 
he would have, been there. !!!!!!!!
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!
Summerization !
A season of squirt guns and swimming pools, 
Little League and green gardens, 
bird’s nest and fireflies. !
With bicycle races and driveways 
with home-made wooden ramps, 
as skateboard wheels clack their way 
toward emergency room trips. !
Barbecue grills and outdoor festivals, 
overnight camp-outs, 
fishing expeditions 
and adventures that make up out youth 
which remind and refresh, the young at heart. !
Welcomed in latitudes 
that longingly await its arrival 
and secretly, 
appreciate its departure. !!!!!!
My Life as an Alligator !
I am an old creature, 
incubated in the reeds and mud 
that smelled like earth and stale water 
along with the rotting vegetation, and although I 
cannot remember my mother, once in awhile 
I think about the time, in-between then and now. !
It's early morning, the sun is rising off in the distance, 
the air is cool and the mist rises off the water. 
My eyes protrude just above its calm quiet, and 
in this earliness, I survey the edges of the saw grass 
and watch for any movement.  It's good to get a timely  
start.  For just as I suspected, another obsessive 
raccoon has just come down, to wash his hands. !!
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!!!!!
Dinner Tonight !
The spoon said to the baking pan, 
“I'm in charge of the kitchen!” 
The table responded flatly, being set in its ways, 
“for a meal, I am an itch'n. !
The stove stated, with an air of arrogance, 
“I'm really too hot, to cook.” 
And the glasses from a distance, silently watched, 
for they only wanted... to look. !
The refrigerator was envious of the freezer's cold 
and so was the doors ice maker. 
So the lights went on strike, when I tried them tonight 
and I couldn't find, the salt shaker. !
The microwave snickered, quite bravely indeed 
although its timer, had a serious stutter, 
while the dishes silently shuttered and the silverware sputtered, 
“now look, you've upset, the butter!” !
Then the pots and pans, enraged the cans 
by informing them, their expiration, was dated. 
Which was made even worse, by the chickens fowl curse 
that the alphabet soup said, "was R-rated!” !
And since there was such, trouble and strife 
contained within the kitchen's demands, 
it's plain to see, that late dinner will be 
because obviously, it has, other plans! !!!!!!!!!!
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The New Or-kid !
A new statuesque arrival has been deposited 
upon my kitchen table.  One staked captive 
carried away via commerce from its ancestral 
homeland, by transient admirers 
to be reincarnated under a new life 
in latitudes that would make, hardier varieties cringe. 
And as it arrives in its blossoming glory, 
the rest of my plants look on with ripe jealousy, 
hoping that the pilot light 
on the furnace 
fails.!!!!!!!!
Satisfaction !
Satisfaction is 
such a strange word 
for who is there among us 
who has ever heard !
things that are  
so sweet and kind 
that could erase the pain 
and release the mind !
of tomorrow's anxiety 
that comes today 
with hope and benevolence 
for this we pray. !
For satisfaction 
an illusive desire 
and for one to obtain it 
it may require !
a genuine concern 
for our fellow man 
satisfaction's requirement 
genuinely demands. 
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!!!!!!!!
Grass Memories !
I wonder what the grass thinks when I start the lawn mower. !
Do all the blades quickly convene a meeting or sound sirens? !
And the dandelions, do they say, 
“Oh God, if we just had one more day 
we could have seeded out.” !
What about the crickets, grasshoppers, and all the myriads 
of six legged things, are they calling on their cell phones 
to their next of kin? !
But the ants, are hard to excite 
they just shake their heads in disgust  
and sneeringly grumble and say, 
“Don't you think he knows, we've got better things to do!” 
As they crawl into their holes until all the damage is done, 
then it's back to cleaning up again, 
taking it all in stride, like headstrong Germans. !
And rowdy teenage spiders, 
do they run toward the lawn mower, for thrill rides, 
while their parents plead and warn them of losing a leg or two, 
just like the Daddy-Longlegs kid did 
from just, 
the next yard. !
But perhaps 
the grass just shrugs its shoulders 
and says, 
“I guess it was time, for a trim.” !!!!!
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!!!
Poor Little Heart!!
Poor little heart 
could only beat so long !
poor little life 
could only live until  !
poor little memories 
always stay with me !
poor little tears 
no comfort still. !!!!
Questions? !
Are bees buzzed, because they're on a honey high 
or are trees tall, just to reach the sky? !
Are rocks happy, because they're simply content 
or is it because of, how their lazy days are spent? !
Does grass know, that it needs the rain 
and do crickets enjoy, their melodious refrain? !
Do caterpillars realize,that they're wearing a disguise 
or remember what they were, after turning into butterflies? !
Can clouds if they want, really stop the rain 
or can poets quit, from making silly refrains? !
All these questions and more, I have in this heart of mine 
so if you have any answers, and would be so kind, !
please inform me, for I'd really like to know, 
for if I knew, then I'd have some seeds, to sow. !!!
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The Woods Today !
The woods is quite today 
beams of sunlight 
peer down through the serrated canopy 
to illuminate  
its beige surface. 
  
The old moss grows green  
bringing new life to the fallen limbs  
and the leaves  
lay scattered 
in a gathering 
of unified disorder   
within the ritual  
of death and renewal. !
And the air is heavy and silent 
with the calmness 
of many years. !!!!
Summers Delight !
Rolling down the street on a perfect summer day !
a fishing net filled with pop cans and a small tackle box  
poking out its corners and casually strewn over one shoulder  
with not much of a burden. !
While fishing poles lay draped,  
across the handle bars of a good friends bike 
and a five gallon bucket, dangles by the seat !
as the wind and day 
catches scraggly haircuts 
and unkempt clothes. !
They ride into their oblivious innocence  
with adventure  
being their only motive !
and enough bait  
their only concern. 
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!!!!!
The Visitors !
The visitors 
come to my yard 
in their dark shadows 
when it's quiet 
  
for they fear me 
and all of us, two legged creatures. !
They come in the early morning 
with their presence 
like persecuted harbingers 
wary and alert 
watching as they search 
always  
with sentinels. 
  
And I see them  
sometimes when I rise 
but only until  
they see me 
for they are astute with their caution 
as I imagine 
persecution has fashioned them 
and although  
I sometimes throw out scraps 
I wonder what   
they may find 
here. !!!!!!!!!!!
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!!!
God's Caress  !
Lilliputian pollinators  
big in a little world 
of blossoms and fragile wings !
travel diligently   
as the sun  
caresses each day !
to bring forth  
the next generation 
within 
other  
hidden secrets. !!!!!!!
Lo and Behold !
Lo and behold 
the wet whiteness 
of November’s first snow !
ladening down each branch, 
covering closely the remaining leaves 
whitening over, 
the destitute yesterday !
with a gasp 
of marvelous 
intention.!!!!!!!!
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!
Fall Maple !
In brilliance bright 
the October maple 
shines its crimson  
burnt oranges  
and subtle hues  
from yellow to deep purple 
in flushness  
at 
a seemingly embarrassed surprise 
of fall’s  
frozen embrace. !
The leaves linger 
holding on delicately  
only until  
November’s wind and rain 
bares its branches  
in a true fall 
of color. !!!!!!
The Garbage Man !
The angel of cleanliness 
rides upon his steel steed 
whose monstrous jaws  
consume all. !
Arriving every Tuesday 
ridding sidesaddle on the back !
to fulfill  
his  
appointed duty. !!!!
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!!!
My Friend the Poetess  !
My friend the poetess 
lives in a black vacuum. 
  
A black vacuum of space and time 
so dark 
that residence 
is limited, to the dead and dying. 
  
She waits unencumbered by desire 
as days pass without notice 
and night 
sends messengers 
to approach her soul 
with 
deserted  
remembrances of yesterdays  
and forgotten tomorrows.  !
  
So she waits 
adorned in her misery 
as today passes 
like  
an unknown shadow. !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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!!!!!
Pale Words for Earthly Giants 
             (redwood trees) !
Earthly giants 
rise above all others 
as they stand together 
looking out  
toward the sea.  
  
Rooted in history 
while patiently gathering the mist of the mornings 
and becoming firm with their resolve 
they endure.  !
Alone in their austerity  
as millenniums  
drift by 
they remain.  
  
Incomprehensible of stature 
and inexpressible of grandeur 
they've become. 
  
And of all the earth's creation 
their resplendent nature 
only allows  
pale words 
that cannot justify  
  
for the indescribable   
certainly exists 
within them.  !!!!!!!!
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!!!
Sunny Baby !
Sunny baby sleeps all day long 
curled up in the darkness of her depression !
wrapped in a wallowing trance 
that envelops her, like a fog !
she wards off the day 
to arise, only when everything 
is black and still. !
The darkness seemingly protecting 
a fragility !
of both her 
and the old house. !!!!!!
Crabapple  !
As the reddish buds 
gently appear 
  
in a cluster of wonder, 
blossoming to an explosion, 
and remaining 
only in delicate moments  
of appreciation  !
those of us who know 
try to hold close 
the remembrance 
  
for  
other days. !!!
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The Importance of Insignificance  !
Our regrettable nature 
that allows us to assign value and importance 
to material things 
which in the long run are really 
intrinsically and inherently meaningless 
makes us want of heart 
weak of stature 
and low, of character. !
For those who's lives revolve, around the pursuit of them 
have only slight pleasure  
and minimal time 
to realize how insignificant 
those things actually are 
before the importance of this realization 
proves all things, except life itself 
insignificant.  !!!!
If I Had a Story to Tell 
  
If I had a story to tell 
of verses 
and love and loss 
of 
distress and demise 
with emotion and image 
  
of spaces 
and woods upon hill 
of clover fields and tanagers 
  
I would use stream-like sentences  
that would bubble and spring upward 
only to be, like falling water 
rushing to its destination 
with splashes of words  
disregarding all confinement 
and wonderfully absent 
of frugal contrivance. !
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!!!!!!
Group Realization  !
We gather up our years 
into 
the things we have done 
the things, we should have done 
and things, we should not have done. !
Three little groups.  
  
And the sane among us 
would certainly wish 
that we could move many memories and actions 
from one group, into another. !
And as we age 
our priorities may change 
for many of the things, that we've struggled to acquire  
may, or may not be 
necessary 
  
for the wisdom that we've gained 
is relevant to 
all the things  
that  
we now realize 
fall into  
the wrong group. !!!!!!!!!!!
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Time Bomb Responsibility  !
What we regretfully do not understand 
is that 
we do not understand. !
Oh yes, we are somewhat intelligent 
knowing certain things 
but we doom ourselves 
with the lack of foresight and forsaken responsibility  
to foresee the consequence 
beyond the immediate future and the luxuries  
that we somehow, have been lead to believe 
are necessities.  !
And we sooth ourselves with ticking pursuits  
compiling the approaching future 
as if 
we mistakenly could always 
somehow diffuse today's mistakes 
with tomorrow's, intervention.  !!!
Lives of Uncertainty !
Like shrapnel from an explosion 
in all directions scattering 
emanating out 
away from their center and beginnings 
they disintegrate away. !
Traveling unknowing wherever  
random in their uncertainty  
lives are embarked upon 
as if 
everything, was a colossal occurrence of disaster 
with no prescribed plan  
and without guide 
  
until finally 
either coming to their own collision with circumstances 
or falling disparagingly back 
inert to earth 
as their momentum 
wears beyond, human capacity.  
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!
The Inner Beauty !
The inner beauty 
which allows us to dream 
and create all those things  
which give us pause 
to say 
that we are more, than just evolution. !
Those things 
of such deep quality 
that let us weep  
for the things of beauty and blessing. !
And the graceful art 
that glimpses the soul 
with such cautious insight !
reflecting an essence  
of something more 
than what, we might be 
or what  
some think, we are. !!!!
The Redundancy of Poetry !
It is an unfortunate fact 
that the people who need poetry the most 
will most likely 
never experience it. !
And those who do read it 
may already know. !
But take heart 
for it is always good to remind yourself 
of the intricate things, of the heart.  !!!
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Dramatic Disguise  !
Too spoiled for reality 
she hides under emotional subterfuge  
narrowly clinging 
on a small edge of conviction 
and insisting 
with righteous exaggeration  !
until the original issue 
seems so clouded with questions 
that an avenue of avoidance   
presents itself  
  
so she can 
sadly escape from any actuality  
and she 
  
mistakenly walks away  
with  
a misguided smile.  !!!!!!
Monumental Selfishness !
Monuments stand cold 
as polished stone, always is. 
They stand alone 
perhaps, visited with regrettable obligation. 
  
Put up as reminders  
of neglected and postponed foresight 
and bearing regrettable testimony  
after  
tragic involvements. !
For humankind, seems to prefer such objects 
that many times enshrine our nature 
rather than  
compromise our  
selfish principles.    !
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The 20th Century Machinery Men !
The machinery men 
dream dreams of mechanical possibilities 
in the age, of invention. !
Delving into the future, they plunder forward 
with their labor and concentration   
of determined toil and determined intentions 
to release us 
from the futile past. !
Inspired by insightful compulsion 
and as if 
conducting an orchestra of steel and innovation   
they continue unabashedly  
as whirling gears whirl 
and pistons chug out  
rhythmic sequences, of tomorrow 
  
only rationalizing possibilities 
but never  
consequence. !!
Poetic Prescription !
Warning:  The Psychiatrist General 
has emphatically stated 
that prolonged exposure to poetry 
may at your own risk, be rated 
  
a detrimental consideration 
of your mental facilities 
with possible long term effects 
that could alter, your personality. !
So to avoid the risk 
of irreparable compassion 
you should follow dosage closely 
 in a closely, prescribed fashion. !
As the directions implicitly imply 
a very strict ration 
for those who might want to remain 
unsympathetically, fashioned.  
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!!!!!!!
The Rationalization !
What we do not understand 
most often 
we lie to ourselves about 
or try to hide it, 
sweeping it, under the other piles  
of little insecurities and doubt 
of all the stored information  
that has brought us, to who we are. 
  
But make no mistake 
it still remains. !
Although time, may lessen certain things 
it also adds, more uncertainty to the heap  
covering it over  
like a broken body, under a pile of leaves. 
Seemingly making it less noticeable 
but still, the doubt and question, remain. !
So we tell ourselves, this or that 
to conceal our questions 
and there they lie 
until 
some wind of turmoil or circumstance 
just happens to blow 
all our  
camouflage rationalization, away. !!!!!!!!!!
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!
Unfinished  !
In the wake of your disasters 
lay the bodies of divorce and failed relationships 
strewn about like leaves in the fall 
as if it were, a natural occurrence. 
For you take new lovers 
to try  
to cure your loneliness. 
  
Infatuated with the newness of conquest and possession 
you use them, until they get to know you 
and you them 
each finding 
none of the wants of anything, but the initial desire 
so, you move on 
and chalk it all up 
as if 
it was all just a… !!!!
Children of the Lowest Station !
The wealth of individuals and nations 
rests on the shoulders, of the disadvantaged. 
  
Supported by religion 
but held in contempt by God 
empires were built, by suffering and slavery. !
Chained by cruelty, 
kept for purpose of greed 
and reduced to possessions. 
The children of the lowest station 
to this very day, continue in their inhumanity. 
  
Unabated by time, as the guilt 
becomes so noticeable 
while ascending cries 
still reach  
to the heavens. !!
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!!!
Inside the Chrysalis !
This world 
this earth 
this universe 
is like, the inside of the chrysalis. !
For it is both 
and it is neither. !
And although it exists 
our insight, can produce only speculation !
and what would we do 
if we only knew. !!!!!!!
Being Human !
How could I be so stupid 
how could it have taken so long 
why is it, that I did not know 
why is it, that I could not see 
why is it, that I was not taught. !
To regret 
to remember, 
to take the time 
to realize 
the process 
of acquiring humanity 
is ongoing. 
Unless, of course 
if you, will not start. !!!!
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!!!
The Foggiest of Days !
Sullen mist 
of unsure days 
thick in its austerity 
and challenging in its attitude.      
    !
A countenance of miniaturization   
develops with its arrival  
to initiate unkept promises,  
and intimate lone survival.  !!!!!!
Time	
!
time is the allowance	

of realization	

	
 	

which is kept	

in the nature of hearts	

for the remembrance	

of knowledge	

	
 	

that kindly allows us	

to become	

what we	

hope to be	

	
 	
!!!!!
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!
The Convenient Ignorance	
!
The convenient ignorance	

allows us to sleep at night.	

It allows us to permit	

all the unrighteousness	

with righteous indignation	

and ignorance.	

	
 	

It allows the nearsightedness	

of what is convenient	

and dissolves any obligation, from our perception.	
!
For should we be thankful	

for this blind survival of the fortunate	

and relish our busy lives	

that are generously, so filled to the brim	

mostly with materialism and the hectic non-necessities 	

that grant us, this thinly veiled immunity	

 	

or, should we be repentant	

and suffer the knowledge	

that comes along with the effort	

of knowing. 	
!!!!
The Sublime Obscurity of Uneventful Days !
The passing of temporary stretches of sunny weather 
succumbs or lulls one into 
a comma like trance 
of the all is well, mentality 
that overcomes the realization 
of not everywhere, it is. !
For without forecast disclosure 
it is difficult to envision 
distances beyond 
what sight allows, to be seen. !
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!!!
A Devotion to Ordinary gods !
The inner want cries out 
for assurance and insight 
but accepts deception. 
  
And the heart 
longs for relief 
but is easily fooled 
by its own treachery.  
  
The mind rationalizes, persuasions  
of inanimate nature and tradition 
to excuse itself, of obligation. 
  
The eyes 
turn from the pain 
so as to be, comforted in their blindness 
by allowing its continuance, 
hidden away from sight, or a mirage of reality. !
The illusion of appearances of falsehood 
becomes necessary 
for the relief of the senseless  
the staff of the wicked 
and the crutch, of the apathetic.  !!!!!
Succinct Nature of Deception !
The succinct nature of deception 
revolves upon grayness of interpretation !
for one's own heart 
sculpts the very nature, of compassion !
by which all acts, are subsequent. !!
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The Concern of Breath !
A life lived 
has no thought of how 
at least until 
life is  
or has become, precarious. 
  
For we   
pretty much, live unaware of all the function of our being, 
and come to realize, what organic nature that we truly are 
only when something  
is askew or tragic. 
  
Because we do not tell ourselves 
breathe in and out  
heart beat, pump blood, 
and the concern 
only becomes relevant to  us 
when we have to 
realize  
the effort. !!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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!!!!!!!
The Transient Nature of Circumference  !
Official edicts announced, 
stargazers sanctioned, censored, vilified, 
and kept under supervised constraint 
in close proximity  
that any heresy  
of the infallible 
would, and could not, do. !
For if the truth became known 
the power would not become proper 
for those of such station 
that must be 
enslaved, to tradition. !!!!!!!
Unbecomest  !
Indifference 
is by self-indulgence  
mortally unbecoming !
whereas,  
the effort of realization 
provides preservation 
and qualities beyond 
sacrificial.  !!!!!!
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!!!!!!!!!
Little Boy In the Window !
I saw 
a little boy in the window. 
His hands, pressed up against the glass 
looking out on a world, he knew not 
because of, his early age. !
And I wonder 
what the world, looks like to him. !
Does he see the same things 
as I do 
or has my age, jaded me. !
Does he look on with wonder 
or does this busy world 
scare him. !
How does he view all the comings and goings 
of this modern life. 
The cars, trucks, and people !
and the constant passing of these busy times. !!!!!!!!!!!!
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Mr. Wonderful !
You know, I've asked myself recently 
am I as wonderful, as I think I am? 
And I've thought about it some 
and invariably my conclusion, seems to be... 
Yes I am. !
And although this fact, may only be, obvious to me 
and for you all, an invisible quality, somewhat difficult to see. !
Never-the-less, under all this insecurity, and doubt 
my wonderfulness shines, like the morning sun, when it comes out. !
Now you may think, this wonderfulness, is too carefully concealed 
I exhibit only, when it needs...to be revealed. !
For it would be difficult, for me to use it, night and day 
and waste I avoid, for I'm really too cheap, to pay. !
Attention to details, I disregard, most of the time 
I only use it 1 percent, and it's hidden the rest of, 99. !!!!!!!!
Incubation !
eggs of thought 
                laid in my brain 
                                      or maybe  
                          spawned by passing lost memory fish 
            lay dormant 
        until streams of oxygenated hours rush over them enough 
              that they hatch into 
             this strange stuff !!!
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If Only I Had the Heart to Tell You !
Ah poetry — 
a dangerous 
but surprisingly simple business. 
For all you have to know 
is nothing. 
All you have to be 
is foolish 
and all you have to do 
is be clumsy. !
All you have to love 
is nothing. 
All you have to love 
is everything. !
And all you have to know 
is that you don't 
and !
I really don't have the heart 
to tell you, any more. !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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Inkling for Sprinkling !
Ah, it’s dry again 
no rain it sight. 
Maybe tomorrow 
maybe I might !
get out the sprinkler 
and hook up the hose. 
I wish it would rain 
but I don’t suppose !
that mother nature 
would be so kind 
and water the plants 
for I wouldn't mind !
of not having her job  
and water the plants 
for I have already done 
my best rain dance! !!!!!!!!
Life, Honey, Yogurt, and Fresh Raspberries !
is a realization unto itself 
for if there is nothing more than that — 
and watching the birds of many colors 
and the green scenery — 
it would be enough. !
For if that's all life might be or require  
it would be sufficient 
for the quality of the soul 
and life pleasant itself.  !!
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Mourning Dove Music !
Mourning dove music 
settles easy upon my ears. 
Just a few notes 
harmoniously and invitingly sung 
for all within range. !
And most of the time 
I do not see them singing, 
and when I do see them  
they seem not to sing. !
Perhaps their song is so beautiful 
that they prefer... 
to go unnoticed. !!!!!!!
Strawberry Dreams	
!
Ah the luscious fruit	

picked fresh as the scent would indicate	

a short lived fantasy	

in a long held desire.	

Makes one wish for more days of ripe unfolding	

but that	

would only lessen	

our strawberry dreams	

and the next course	

of waiting raspberries, is ripening.	
!!!!!!!!
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!!
Curse of the Irish !
Oh, the curse of the Irish 
such a fiendish foe 
what a terrible problem 
what an enemy, to come to know. !
For it's not an enemy 
as you might, readily surmise 
but still a ghastly horror 
and quite difficult, to survive. !
Because to be Irish 
to the pub, you must go 
and greet with a smile 
friends, Kevin, Craig, and even Joe. !
But it's still not easy 
if you’re cursed with such pain 
and merriment a making 
is somewhat difficult, to fain. !
For a curse of such nature 
is certainly no friend 
and only with persistence 
one has to, contend. !
Because it's not the whiskey 
the beer, or the merriment 
it's from leaning on the bar 
and of elbows, that are bent. !
Why there exists, such a dilemma 
I have no clue 
that the skin on my elbows 
won't grow... a-new! !!!!!!!!
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The Odd Conical Shapes of Nothing !
   Elastic input 
 of generated impulses 
        run thru my brain in oblong shapes 
  sequencing into 
      random lengths and patterns 
  that take root in odd deliveries. !
                        Deliveries that bring me to 
                             many conclusions without questions. !
  For how odd can you get 
 before oddity 
   embellishes your whole being. !
    Unless nature itself 
 just happens to be 
  odd conical shapes 
     of nothing. !!!!!!!!!
Red Jade Weeping Crabapple !
Come and have 
some tea on my porch. 
Come and sit with me 
and watch the red jade crabapple bloom. !!!!!!!!
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Sojourn of the Lifetime !
The laughter 
the tears, the pain 
the hope, the pride 
the disdain. !
The empathy 
the hypocrisy, the apathy 
the mystery, the disillusion 
the beginnings, the conclusion 
the answers, the question 
the past, the future 
the solution. !!!!!!!
Looking Over the Edge !
Standing on the brink 
looking off in expectation 
as thoughts, time, and regrets pass !
like fishing with no bait 
and living without life. !
Looking over the edge 
it seems, that perhaps the precipice of the edge 
is life itself. !!!!!!!!!
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Work !
I used to work at the Fermi Lab 
a physicist was I, impressive title to have. !
There they would crash atoms, in a round tube 
watching the outcome, making the news. !
Although I was due, for a promotion soon 
I couldn't quite dance, to their tricky tune. !
So now I work, in a totally different field 
great profits soon, I expect to yield. !
I'm a tire leakage specialist, all through the day 
a birdbath seepage consultant, by night does pay. !
Enough for the bills, and to heat the house 
related fields of endeavor, but not to my spouse. !
She wonders how, I made such a poor decision 
when I gave up my job as a physicist, in the pop bottle division. !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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!!!!!
The Want !
If you wanted 
to fulfill your life and be happy each day 
then you would submit 
to me, in every way !
for I 
would only love you 
and protect you always 
and there would be no need !
for you, to want 
anything, but me 
because I would only 
bring everything good 
to you each day !
and no more 
would you want 
anything, but me. !!!!!!
For Now !
A delicate matter 
this living, breathing 
heart beating. 
For now 
and what tomorrow brings… !!!!!!
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Essence of Nature !
How we are 
what we do 
everything being said 
comes down to obligation,  
and the question of, do we have any. !
For if we evolved from nothing 
we are only, obligated to ourselves. !
But if we are 
a progeny of God…? !!!!!!!
Leaves In the Breeze !
Are the stars out tonight 
and do the clouds drift by in the sky 
can you see the leaves in the breeze 
have you smelled the flowers 
and do you know the season. !
Are the stars out tonight 
do they still shine like fireflies glow 
is the grass still green, 
please tell me, if you know. !
Do the leaves still quiver in the breeze? !!!!!!!
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!!!!!!
The Legendary Skills of  Biff McDowel !
Biff McDowel was a mighty hunter who 
told tales the likes, of very few. !
Of his renown, fame and glory 
he'd regale us many times, with many a story. !
For he had become, such an amazing shot 
that no animal ever lived, that he'd spot. !
Because if he set, his trigger site upon 
that animal good as gold, was certainly gone. !
So amazing was, as famous shot 
that no enjoyment anymore, had he got. !
From hunting, his one and only true desire 
it would of him, surely require. !
That sportsmanship, provide an escape 
for any of the trophies, that he might take. !
So Biff McDowel.... now certainly knew 
he had to shoot before, game came into view! !!!!!!!!!!!!!
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!!!!!
To Settle !
She was pretty 
and sexy 
and her voice alone 
could stop a man in his tracks. !
And we talked 
about life, about thoughts, regrets,  
and although I wanted her 
I somehow knew, that I could never love her. !
And I asked her what she wanted 
but she had no answer. 
And I told her, I wanted to kiss her 
but I did not love her. 
And yet, she seemed not to mind. !
But I dared not. 
For I had been down this path before 
and it only ended with disaster. !
For if I would have  
it would have been too easy 
to settle, !
for she was pretty 
and sexy 
and her voice alone 
could stop a man in his tracks. !!!!!!!!!
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Origami !
Like paper everything is, 
with the same substance 
the same continuum. !
Only the direction differs 
the amount 
the geometrical progression 
and the intersecting and divergent algorithms. 
For everything is but a simple sheet, 
a blank canvas 
folded and painted upon. !
Some things birds,  
some things, rocks or trees, 
some things beyond our belief, 
just folded patterns and sequencing 
including us. !!!!!!
The Tea Garden !
Subtle and serene 
if one should enter 
and expect to uncover its intimacy 
and understand,  
then time cannot compel you. 
For there is nothing new, under the sun 
and if, you allow yourself time 
then perhaps, 
you may even 
understand time, itself.  !!!!
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The Sweet Dreams of Marvin LaConish !
In the bedroom of Marvin LaConish 
in the recesses deep within his mind 
at night, when dark and quiet pervade the imagination, 
Marvin LaConish, 
escaped into his dreams. !
Ordinary of heart, ordinary of mind 
was Marvin LaConish. 
A man given not,  
to torment or anger 
a man, not lazy or bold 
but just an ordinary man. 
And Marvin LaConish, in life 
hoped and thought many things, 
and he lived and loved, many things. 
For he lived 
he saw 
he sought, both good and bad, over the course of his life 
like most of us, if not all. !
But Marvin LaConish 
still dreamed dreams, 
dreams that took him away. 
Away from today and to tomorrow, 
away from his wife 
away from his kids 
away from everyday, and all the things  
that pressed tightly against him. !
And after the sweet dreams of Marvin LaConish 
that happened most often, 
after all the dreams, that took him away 
almost every night, 
nothing was ever said, 
nothing was ever discussed, 
nothing was ever disclosed 
to anyone  
ever. !
   (continued) !!
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!
For all that remained 
of all the sweet dreams of Marvin LaConish 
all that was ever told 
of all the places, and wonders, and sights, 
where he had been. 
Of all the wishes 
and all the nights, spent gone from this world 
was just, 
 a small smile 
 or a small twinkle, 
 that occasionally happened to show forth 
 or escape, 
 from behind, his eyes. !!!!!!!!!
The Poets !
Romantic dribbling idiots 
and melancholy fools,  
with passionate hearts and tortured souls, 
seek endlessly 
for unanswered questions 
of life and origin, 
which taunt like dandelion seeds 
floating just above our grasp, 
blowing in the wind of life's turmoil and consequence, 
encased in beauty and delivered by chance, 
that remain, the question. !!!!!!!!
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The Gift !
I did not want to take any life away from you 
only provide you with laughter 
and a smile each day. !
To give you joy 
a reason for each day and season. !
Not to take anything 
but only to add to your life. !
To give you peace 
so with time, you may find yourself 
without any reliance of others. !
So that as a whole 
being so complete 
that you have no reason for want, 
and no sorrow. !
Although, even sorrow 
crouches upon every doorstep, awaiting. 
And I, would sweep it away 
only if possible. !!!!!!
Breathe	
!
Breathe another day	

let the oxygen saturate your lungs	
!
and exhale today out	

for the next breath	

is tomorrow. 	
!
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!!!!!!
The Absurdity of Lemon Drop Roger !
Lemon Drop Roger, was a curious man 
always an observation, but never a plan. !
Traveled on Tuesdays, but not during the week 
managed to talk, but never did speak. !
Threw out his lunch, and ate what he had 
always did good, always ended up bad. !
Married two women, divorced only one 
had no children, only a son. !
Lived with his divorced wife,  7/10ths of the year 
lived without her 7/10ths, being adequately near. !
So while washing dishes, he could watch 
for dishes was his only passion,  he never sought. !
Because passion for Lemon Drop Roger, came and went 
and time pursuing it, was never spent. !
Now you may think Roger, quite a curious man 
odd and peculiar, and quite difficult to understand. !
But unlike you and I, who think ourselves sane 
from judgement of others, we might want to refrain. !
For degrees of absurdity, are sometimes hard to test 
for what is normal for some, and not the rest. !
Because what is absurdity, may be hard to know 
but mine is obvious, I hope, it doesn't show. !!!!!!
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The Raspberry Plants !
The raspberry plants in my grandpa's garden 
were divided in rows 
that he had tended and trained,  
and throughout the years 
the paths for walking and the cycle of new growth 
were cultivated by the establishment of dominance. !
For if you have ever grown raspberries, you will find 
that they seem to have a will of their own 
that seems to fight continuity and order 
to come boundlessly springing up willy-nilly 
wherever they may, 
and sometimes, seemingly out of sheer spite. !
And grandpa 
without so much as a word 
would silently bend them with his will, mulch and hoe, 
and the occasional observer, would be none the wiser 
and never know of the silent stamina 
of both grandpa and the raspberry plants. !!!!!!!!!
Sing to the Sunrise !
Redwing blackbird balancing on the fence line 
sittin' there as pretty as you please. 
Letting the stirring sun warm him 
he warbles his song to the breeze. 
Stretching out winged epaulets to shake off the night 
he sings to the sunrise.!!!!
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!!
A Little Bit of Jessie !
Saddle up that old mare 
just one more time 
for the last ride. 
The last time, and don't cry 
for when she's gone 
there'll be a new pony in the pasture, 
but you still cry 
because you loved her so much. 
You say, you understand 
and you cry not only for Jessie, but for yourself 
for you raised her from a foal 
and a little bit of you 
seems to be dying. !!!!!!!
Room of Reality !
I've been so busy living life, that it seems 
I've almost forgotten about reality. 
I've rushed right by so fast 
until it became, something a little less, than what it is. !
It almost seems 
that I need to put some pictures up on the wall,  
to remind myself of life and reality 
and every time I walk past… !!!!!!!!!
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The Cat and Wren !
As birds fly 
my cat's cry 
asks to be beyond 
the patio door. !
The woodpile wren 
no longer comes again 
for slow was she 
and now, is no more. !
And although I do miss 
the sound of this, 
that delightful sound of hers !
until time and age do find 
my cat to be the kind 
too old to catch 
the innocence of the wren !
I'll no longer wish 
for birds like this 
for here comes my cat, 
again. !!!!!!
Words !
The grace of the word is more subtle than the dancer 
quieter than the ballerina 
and more awesome than the charging steed, 
it gives us anything we may choose 
happiness, fear, passion, and eternal hope. !!!
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!!
Fall Sunflowers !
Hang their heads to the autumn breeze 
their days of summer past, 
as they bow to October and the harvest. !
Above, the migration of columned geese. 
Below, the colors of the turning maples, oaks, 
and the golden milkweed pods.!!!!!!!
The Symphony of Spring !
My land is a symphony with sounds of color and hue 
a mellow harmony of pure soil and water 
that plays triumphantly to the senses. 
You can hear it rejoicing,  
singing through forests and meadowed fields 
alive 
growing,  
what magnificent music. !!!!!!!
This World !
This world is a barren ugly place 
so void, so desolate, so dead, 
yet it is so beautiful, 
tranquil like the blue of the sky 
the epitome of contrast. !!!
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In a Moment !
In a moment of lucid thought 
as I was standing at my kitchen window 
watching the snow blow off the trees in shimmering sparkles 
while the sun was shining, the light flakes blowing sideways 
to fall wherever, the breeze brought them. 
In that moment, I thought I knew. 
But then, just as the snow dustings fell to escape my view 
so too, my elusive thought. !
And I thought, how nice it would be 
to share this moment 
for how many moments are there? 
And I wish  
I knew. !!!!!!!
Indicate the Following !
My mind runs like old machinery, 
once in a while 
when I deem it necessary, 
I oil it a little. !
Cogs spin 
wheels are set to thought 
and away she goes. 
Chugging trails of ideas clang and bounce 
around, like nuts flying off a flywheel — 
this way, that way. !
Watch out!!! 
Wow!  That was a close one! !!!!
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!!
(Untitled) !
if only I could tell you 
oh the words you would hear 
like the sound of a waterfall and the rustling, of leaves. 
The loon's cry and the raven's mocking, 
the scurry of the chipmunk and the silent flight of the owl, 
the trot and graceful bound of the whitetail, 
the eyes of the redtail, 
the feel of autumn and the scent of cedar. 
The chickadee's reassuring and sublime song 
that is apologetic to none and sung with a majestic humbleness 
as it flits from branch to branch. 
The sound of the mouse as he chews on the corn in the crib 
and the peacefulness, of a spring meadow. 
I would tell you all these things 
if only I could, 
but how can I explain them, 
if you haven't heard 
or seen 
or felt, 
for my words, would fall uselessly to the ground 
and I so wish, 
I could tell you!!!!!!!!
The Young Wader !
Pants rolled to his knees, the young wader 
cautiously eases his feet over the beach, 
as he watches the tide like the little birds 
that scurry up and down with its arrival and 
departure.  He seeks the edge of its incoming 
crest, with toes that act like thermometers, 
as he dips them in and out, until the question 
has been satisfied.  Then tip-toes back to shore 
and runs to tell daddy. !
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Oh! !
Oh, for when life was simple. !
Now, 
each year, 
is more complex 
adding facts and time 
either of which, I don't care, to see. !
Oh, for BB guns and chipmunks 
baseball cards 
frogs 
and secret monster formulas. !
Oh, for my carefree spirit 
lost within, burnt birthday candles. !
Oh, for the days, when my only concern  
was getting caught making mischief. !
Oh, for the innocence 
that spurred me from bed, each morning 
and made days, into adventures. !!!!!
I'm the House !
The chair says hello 
window shades have arthritis  
the beds asleep on itself, 
dishes gossiping about the toaster, 
the coffee table lost this game of solitaire 
and the carpeting, wants to play gin rummy. 
The radio is jealous of the T.V. 
but the lights don't care, 
the sofa is drunk again 
and the porcelain bulldog, watches.!
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!!!!!!!!!!
The Short Order Cook !
The short order cook with spoon in hand 
juggles three eggs, toast, hamburger, and a frying pan. !
Three burgers, four salads, and an onion or two 
and some yellow icky stuff, that taste just like glue. !
Eggs burnin', water boilin’, toast poppin’ in the air 
a fly in the soup, but what does he care? !
As bus boys scurry and waiters demand 
an overdue omelet and side order of ham. !
He's bent over this hot stove, sweatin' away 
workin' like a slave, for minimum pay. !
A red bandana on his head, a knife in his hand 
customers screaming for service, that's all he can stand. !
So he stabs a dishwasher and spits in the soup 
and yells filthy things, like, piss on this poop. !
Then grabs a spatula and runs for the door 
yells to the boss, you'll never see me no more. !
I'm done, I quit, you can shove this job! 
Find some other dummy, give it to Bob. !!!!!!!!
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!!!!!!
Sunshine !
Sunshine pierces my shirt 
with warmth 
that my spirit absorbs  
and with its qualities 
sanctifies my soul 
and dissolves my questions. !
I unbutton my shirt 
like a stripper with her goods 
slow to savor the effect 
and it feels heavenly 
but then it is, 
and I appreciate, its continuity. !!!!!!!
Old Lady !
Years of wrinkles deposited upon her face 
a thin moustache outlines faded lips. 
Time erases everything 
withdrawing life, like a leech. 
Her husband dead years ago 
bones and memories, was all he could leave.  
A blue stocking hat pulled down about the ears 
an old coat and shopping bag 
societies armor, 
our eyes meet, and she smiles. !!!!!!
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!!!!!
Poetry is Like Manure !
Both can be produced by everyone !
it's just cheap talk !
it's there all over !
most people step out of the way 
  
a few clumsy ones fall right in, poets are a dime a dozen !
no money in either !
whether it be gathering thoughts or shit. !!
I carry my notebook around like an old lady with her pooper scooper !
gathering up excretions from my brain !
most belong in the toilet !
talk about a mind in the gutter, toilet mouth, crappy thoughts !
sorry about those !
but poetry, is like manure.!!!!!!!!!!!!
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The Bird People !
On the bench they sit 
mostly silent, as time goes by. 
They're there everyday, weather permitting. 
A few conversations break the routine 
as if to make, the time seem, well spent. 
Three retired gents, observing what they can 
peacefully reminiscing days and nights, long past. !
An occasional smile or chuckle develops  
when reliving, one of their more memorable times. !
And every fifteen minutes, a scrap or cracker is thrown to the birds. 
By now the birds, know the routine 
and gather at the approximate intervals 
each thinking  
they have the other, trained. !!!!!!
Foggy Saturday !
Mother Nature’s blanket of serenity descends upon the bay 
enclosing its weekend sailors, to shrouded ghosts that pass unnoticed. !
The sound of foghorns, waves, and the echo of the fishing diesel 
gather upon me, with the mist. !
The rocks that break the tide, watch without concern 
as joggers run, and the seagull, yells his lonely cry. !
Tall masts stand naked in groups 
the sentinels of sailors, gone ashore !
nailed to the sleeping boats, that lay calmly at harbor, 
awaiting the sun, to free their entrapment. !!!!
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So Quickly !
Time 
life 
death 
history, 
poets insignificant scribbling 
reduces 
so easily 
along with the mortality 
of the creator of verses and paper secrets, 
that are kept like children 
in hearts, that will soon be dust. !!!!!!!
Wish !
Infinite time, infinite space 
my life is only a mere billionth of a fraction. 
My eyes long for the future 
but will my soul endure?!
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